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EDITORIAL
By Sandra Gonçalves

This year is all about sharing who we are.
Respecting the principles on which the brand was founded, Lightning Bolt represents something more powerful
than just the surf sport.
It is an authentic Pure Source of inspiration and a lifestyle.
We are proud to have gathered amazing people that share our values and philosophy, such as some of the most
legendary shapers ever and new skilled artists from different cultural and artistic areas.
Indeed, we keep strong bonds with our forefathers and endorse our legendary riders and young soul adventurers.
We are proud to embrace all the Bolt enthusiasts and friends, by their historical connection to the brand or just
simply because they share the same principles as us.
We have the privilege to feel and can say that we’re a love brand, so our attitude couldn’t be any other than
welcoming all people who feel identified with the brand.
By doing this, Lightning Bolt also assumes an educational role. It is in this perspective of development and
collective construction that, over the years, Lightning Bolt has supported the growth of new generations of surfers,
as well as collaborated both with makers from the past and with new skilled artists that have the same desire for
adventure and pure expression.
We feel the responsibility of being a global brand, with a strong and impacting core message: surf is a lifestyle that
pushes physical and mental development and allows a deeper connection with the natural elements that surround us.
Our purpose is to keep building a community, and awareness towards sustainability.
We want to inspire people to enjoy Lightning Bolt’s lifestyle, nourishing fulfilling lives through an adventurous spirit,
outdoor culture, and surfing. After all, we must be guardians of Nature and the Ocean as a pure canvas of selfexpression.
Our inspiration is our history, reinterpreted each season through comfortable, versatile, and contemporary
collections with a differentiating and cool aesthetic. We always work for the best and continuous improvement.
Which includes digital optimization and innovations to follow the current market demands.
At Lightning Bolt, we believe every moment, every piece has a tale to tell and you can become an active part of the
narrative yourself.
Live this culture and lifestyle.
Keep building Lightning Bolt’s history.
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50TH ANNIVERSARY
LIGHTNING BOLT
A GOLDEN ERA
FIFTY YEARS HAVE PASSED SINCE THE FIRST BOLT CROSSED
THE HAWAIIAN WAVES. SINCE THEN, THE WORLD HAS
CHANGED. BUT LIGHTNING BOLT REMAINED AUTHENTIC.
THIS IS WHAT BETTER DEFINES US AND WHAT YOU CAN FIND:
THE TRUEST EXPERIENCES. A RECONNECTION WITH THE
ORIGINS. A MEANINGFUL EXISTENCE.
FROM THAT SUMMER OF ’71 UNTIL OUR DAYS MANY STORIES
WERE WRITTEN BY LIGHTNING BOLT.
THERE IS AN UNDENIABLE LEGACY. THE BRAND IS NOW A
MYTHIC SYMBOL OF A LIFESTYLE AND PHILOSOPHY.
A PURE SOURCE.
HERE’S TO FIFTY YEARS OF HISTORY: A GOLDEN ERA. AND A
LOT MORE TO COME! LET’S APPRECIATE IT.
AND FULLY LIVE THE PRESENT, CHASING FOR NEW
ADVENTURES.
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1971

LIGHTNING BOLT
WAS FOUNDED
Born in Hawaii in the summer of ’71, Lightning Bolt was
comprised of Gerry Lopez and Jack Shipley at the time of
its inception. During this period, surfing was undergoing
a transition as the migrations to the shores of Oahu
throughout the 60’s were beginning to produce a newer
breed of surfer.
As Gerry and Jack continued their pursuit of the aloha
spirit, their board design began to take a radical turn
toward the pinned out guns that began to hold the
wall and allow them to sit deeper in the curl than ever
before. Places like Pipeline, Waimea, and Sunset
previously ridden by Greg Noll and Phil Edwards as
near-death defying feats were now being harnessed
through the innovation of the radical board design.
This newfound confidence allowed them to open
up a style of surfing that became synonymous with
the Lightning Bolt label they crafted under… Steeply
angled drops into massive barrels pushed them closer
to the most dynamic aspects of the breaking wave.
What they found amounts simply to… A Pure Source.

“Gerry was a perfectionist and suggested we do our own
shop with all local producers. Jack was a manager of goods
and services. We went for it and established Lightning Bolt
Surfboards… the 70’s were so cool that we opened with me
supplying my life savings of 2,500.00. Gerry had no money so
he injected an equal amount of labor.”
Jack Shipley

Gery Lopez at his office.
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Lightning Bolt’s sales and image increased by getting an
international team of superstars to ride Bolt Surfboards,
thereby endorsing them.
Between 1973 and 1978, while in Hawaii, almost all of
the world’s best surfers rode Bolt surfboards. Among
others, the Australian world champions Peter Townend,
Wayne Bartholomew and Mark Richards, along with
South Africa’s Shaun Tomson, as well as local legends like
Barry Kanaiaupuni, Jeff Hakman, Margo Oberg, and Rory
Russell represented the energy of the brand.
The marketing strategy was pretty simple: if a surfer
was hot, put a bolt under their feet and a quiver on their
car. And it worked! Within the first half of the decade,
the Lightning Bolt logo was ubiquitous in ads, magazine
editorials, and especially on the big screen.

I had a long association with Lightning Bolt during the 1970’s.
I was sponsored by them until 1982.
I started riding Lightning Bolt surfboards in Hawaii in 1974 which
was shaped by Reno Abellira and Tom Parrish. These were the
boards I won my 1st pro events on in Hawaii. At that time in
surfing all the best surfers in the world were riding LB boards…
or wanted to. Virtually every board on the North Shore of Hawaii
was a LB.
As a young man who had grown up watching surf movies with all
the best riders using LB boards i was proud and excited to be a
part of the LB family at that time.
Jack Shipley who ran the original LB store in Kapiolani Bvd
created a ‘blue-print’ that companies still use today in terms of
bringing the best shapers in the world to shape under one label/
logo so that surfers had access to all the best shapers through
their association with LB.
Mark Richards
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‘80s

LIGHTNING BOLT
ROAD TRIPS
The spirit of adventure, freedom, and all Lightning Bolt’s energy inevitably led to a search around the world for the
perfect wave.
After twice winning the Pipeline Masters in ‘76 and ‘77, and other world class surf championships like Waimea Pro in
Brazil, 1975, all Japan pro in Chiba Japan, 1976, and Oahu North Shore Lightning Bolt Surf Championships in 1977, Rory
Russell was an undeniable ambassador of the brand’s spirit and power. That said, in 1983, he left with the Team Bolt
on a road trip full of adventures.
Those adventures resulted in original advertises and articles for the Surfer Mag. Several pages were written on the
life and adventures of Rory and the Team Bolt, blazing around the planet, exploring new uncharted, unsurfed waves,
meeting new fascinating people and sharing the Bolt experience and Aloha spirit.
These ads and trips are now iconic memories of the surf lifestyle back in the ‘80s: “Portuguese Pipeline” (Ericeira,
Portugal), “Malibu Mischief” (Los Angeles, USA), “Morrocan Madness”, “The Scorpian Bay Sting” (Mexico), “A Banzai
Birthday!”…
It was also at this time that Rory’s nickname “The Dog” got widely known: he was a “bon vivant”, always in good mood and
attracting good-looking girls. Indeed, one of its many duties as captain of Team Bolt included the annual assignment
of finding girls from different corners of the world to introduce Bolt’s latest designs.
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“Basically, I really wanted to go on tour. I was only on the tour in 1976-78 and only on the Hawaii and Australian contest and was
number 5 twice and 12 without going to the other 6-8 contests. I did really well in small wave contests. Even though I didn’t go on
tour, we decided to advertise in a different way. Several pages on the life and adventures of Rory and the team Bolt, blazing around
the planet, exploring new uncharted, unsurfed waves, meeting new fascinating people and sharing the bolt experience and Aloha
was more advantageous than the tour. I’ve been blessed, that’s for sure. As far as one trip being better than the other, that is an
impossibility, as long as there are good waves and good people you can’t go wrong.”
Rory Russell
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‘90s GROMS NATIONALS
CIRCUITO LIGHTNING BOLT
SURF ESPERANÇAS

Lightning Bolt always had an attitude of improvement and
collective construction.
For this reason, back in the ‘90s, Lightning Bolt managed
to organize the “Groms Nationals” in Portugal. These were
the first championships in several spots that are now big
references on European and World circuits, such as Ribeira
D’Ilhas and Praia Grande.
From 1993 on, these events provided unique experiences

for young surfers, boosting the future of national surfing
and the career of a generation that grew up with Lightning
Bolt’s values and lifestyle. Which includes education and
awareness for environmental protection.
This is why it is possible to talk about a Generation
Lightning Bolt.
This circuit shot several of the best surfers in Portugal,
like Tiago Pires, Ruben Gonzalez, David Luís, Pirujinho, and
Miguel Champalimaud.
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‘00s

SURF TRIPS

Back in the ‘00s, the evolution of the surf industry was
pushing team riders all over the world into a rigorous
competition.
Moved by the commitment of respecting and living surf
culture, Lightning Bolt powered surf trips around the world
with the Bolt Team. The main goal was to keep alive and
share the true substance of surfing.
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Some names immediately pop out from these trips:
Alexandre Ferreira (PT); Nuande Silva aka Pekel (BR); Jord
Fortmann (HOL); Gege Brasset (FR); Edmar aka Miguel
Ximenez, Pumas aka Nuno Côrte Real; Abacaxi aka Maria
Abecasis; João Kopke, and Miguel Blanco were some of the
young Bolt Riders at that time. Today, one way or another,
they all have a consolidated name on surf scenery. For
instance, Papi Xulo aka David Raimundo, that was a Team
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Manager, is nowadays National Surfing Coach (PT).
These trips provided unique experiences for young surfers,
boosting the sport and career of a generation that grew
up sharing imageries, stories, and values that represent a
legendary lifestyle.

‘00s

LB PRO JUNIOR
National Surfing Championship
These events were a launching pad for young competitor
surfers, but also a key part in new promises training
and internationalization.
There were free surf classes in each event for any surf
enthusiast, and the best athletes of the circuit were
awarded access to the Lightning Bolt Sports Grant.
This was an unprecedented initiative managed by
the National Surfers Association (ANS), that aimed to
finance the evolution of the athletes, as for Lightning
Bolt competition only makes sense in a perspective of
development.

Frederico Morais, the latest Portuguese surf star to make a
solid impact on the World Surf League (WSL), showed up in
Lightning Bolt Pro Junior, as the winner of the 2009 edition.
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2009
1st edition of the BOLT MAG
Edited by Lightning Bolt, these magazines were inspired on the
fanzines that got popular through the ’70s as “communities”
founded around a cultural object, and alternatives to
conventional media for the dissemination of contents.
The BOLT MAG was written for people to whom surf in all its
forms – sport, culture, and fashion – was a lifestyle. In each
edition, twice a year, it was possible to read interviews with
international surfers, see the new clothing collections, find all
the news around Lightning Bolt (stores, partnerships…), and
meet surf spots around the world.
Lightning Bolt was pioneer in supporting its sponsors with
unprecedented surf trips (Maldives, Fernando Noronha,
Indonesia, Costa Rica, Australia, Mexico), thus stimulating the
development and growth of its athletes.
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‘10s

2013 - LB
LIMITED
EDITION
COLLECTOR
SERIES
Lightning Bolt invited
five of the most unique,
inspirational and legendary
shapers ever - Gerry Lopez,
Barry Kanaiaupuni, Tom
Parrish, Rory Russell and
Reno Abellira - to shape a
surfboard of the era that they
personally find emblematic.
It resulted in a collector series
pipeliners including the most
memorable Bolt boards of
all time.
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2019
A Pure Source on Tour
From May 9 to June 1, we shared Lightning Bolt’s legacy,
keeping it real and present.
The Bolt Team went to the United Kingdom, Italy, France,
and Portugal with the surf legends Rory Russell and Craig
Hollingsworth.

It was a unique opportunity to meet two legends of
Lightning Bolt, and obviously have fun! With surfing films
sessions, talks, contests, music, and a lot of life’s sharing,
Lightning Bolt’s social responsibility was not forgotten:
raffles and giveaways were organized to benefit local
institutions.
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Best moments of a Pure Source on
Tour in Italy
Shaping Contest | Collector Set Of Pipeliners Exhibition
Questions and Answers Session | Surf Talks | Films
Screening | Music | Art
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9-12 MAY
at the SKATE SURF FILM
FESTIVAL - Base – Milano

Best moments of a Pure Source on
Tour in France
Meeting The Legends Rory Russell & Craig Hollingsworth | Live Shape | Surf
Talks | Charity Raffle Benefitting Surf Rider Foundation Europe | Surf Movies
Session

18th MAY
at SHAPER HOUSE – Biarritz
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Best moments of a Pure Source on Tour in UK
Meeting The Legends Rory Russell & Craig Hollingsworth | Surf Talks with moderators
Nick Williams & Andrew Cotton | Benefitting The Wave Project & Museum of British
Surfing | Surf Movies Session
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23rd MAY

at LIGHTHOUSE CINEMA
Newquay

25th MAY

at MUSEUM OF BRITISH
SURFING Braunton
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Best moments of a Pure Source on Tour in Portugal
Meeting the Legends Rory Russell & Craig Hollingsworth | Surf Talks with special
guests | Charity Raffle Benefitting Associação de Surf Adaptado – Surfaddict |
Surf Movies Session | Music by XXIII

1st JUNE
at PRAÇA DA REPÚBLICA
Ericeira
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
HOW DID LIGHTNING BOLT START?
A group of “garage” shapers creating beautiful boards
for themselves and their friends. It was a gathering of
independent shapers who came together and made
Lightning Bolt boards amazing.

WHAT INSPIRED THE TEAM TO USE A BOLT AS THE
TRADEMARK LOGO?
The Lightning Bolt originally started as a doodle, but
it became the best icon to represent what Lightning
Bolt is all about. That drive, energy, passion, power, and
excitement. The symbol of surfing.

AT THE TIME WHAT DID PEOPLE THINK OF LIGHTNING BOLT?
People were beyond excited about it. Since the surfboards
made such a presence on the water, the brand became
well known very fast. The best surfers were riding a
Lightning Bolt board. It was the trendiest board around.

WAS IT DIFFICULT TO FIND TIME BETWEEN SHAPING
BOARDS AND SURFING?
Surfing was the priority, so when there was a big swell
everyone knew that their surfboard would take a few extra
days to finish.

HOW WERE BOARDS CONSTRUCTED DURING THIS SHORT
BOARD MOVEMENT?
The boards went from really heavy and long to light and
smaller. This made it so much easier to ride waves and
become more agile. It allowed the surfer to create more
turns and maneuver the board much better. What also
developed was the material of the boards, going from
wood core boards to foam core boards, made from foam,
resin, and fiberglass.
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WHAT WAS THE STYLE OF SURFING DURING THE 70’S?
Just like the spirit of the time, it was about style. Carving
the most turns on a wave. Standing up straight with good
posture, and a slight push in the waist, feet close together
and swaying with the wave.

HOW HAS SURFING CHANGED FROM THEN TO NOW?
Nowadays surfing is beyond anything anyone thought
surfing would develop into. Surfers are throwing giant
aerial tricks, the boards are super small and narrow
and it’s much more intense. As time goes on it will be
interesting to see what’s next. Since the ’80s-’90s surfing
has been about competition and pushing the limits, but
we will see it come back to be more about the art of the
board, and the feeling of the wave (let the wave do the
surfing), focusing on style and less on the competition of
surfing.

HOW DID THE 70’S HIPPIE MOVEMENT AND LIGHTNING
BOLT COINCIDE?
It was similar, a lot was going on around the world in the
’70s, surfing was a movement of its own, a shortboard
revolution, the style and aspects of surfing changed and
it was all about having fun. Soul surfing, messing around
with friends, lots of laughs, and just being free, staying
clear of the corporate world, “hippies”.

WAS THERE MORE COMPETITION WITH OTHER SURF
COMPANIES AT THE TIME?
At the time Lightning Bolt dominated the market, it was
very trendy, but of course, there were other great shapers
at the time. Due to the all-around lifestyle, Lightning Bolt
shared people loved not only the reliable boards but the
overall image it had.

WHAT WAS THE MESSAGE BEHIND THE BRAND?
Energy, passion, lifestyle, and the free spirit of soul
surfing, having fun, pushing the limits, charging waves,
and impressing your friends.

Based on Gerry Lopez and Rory Russell interviews.
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BRANDING
EVOLUTION
Rumors swirl about the origin of the Lightning Bolt logo.
Lightning Bolt’s co-founder Gerry Lopez fouls that off:
“IT WAS ABOUT THE ENERGY”.
The fact is from 1971 on, the Bolt became widely recognized.
A mythic symbol was created.
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The vibrant colors yellow, black, and red
appeared in 1975, alongside the branding that
was created exclusively for the LB surf team.
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At the same time, our classic and iconic graphics were being created and
immortalized in printed t-shirts, surfboards, and advertising. Nowadays they are
undeniable trademarks, part of Lightning Bolt identity and heritage.
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The current brand needs no introduction.
Lightning Bolt, a Pure Source.
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ICONIC
PIECES
50TH ANNIVERSARY
50 years of history is something to proudly tell
the World. To celebrate this special date, we’ve
created commemorative prints featuring our
founders and a mention to our 50th anniversary.
Like a piece of art collection, you must have the
50th anniversary tees, hoodies, and cap on your
wardrobe. As well as one of or iconic garments.
Meet our special selection of iconic products.
Be part of the celebration!
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Heyday Pocket Tee – Rory Russell
If you look for a timeless Lightning Bolt garment and a reference to
one of its major living legends, this is the t-shirt you need.
Plain cotton t-shirt with a logo print on the chest pocket.
Back screen print with Rory Russell signature – Lightning Bolt
ambassador, iconic surfer, and shaper.
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Rainbow Pocket Tee
A lot was going on around the world in the ‘70s. Surfing was a movement of its own, the
style and aspects of surfing changed. It was all about having fun, and just being free. At
the same time, the world’s policies and society were changing. The rainbow started to
appear everywhere, as a symbol of faith, hope, peace, and power.
The different expressions of the rainbow’s symbolism overlap with one another. Combined
with Lightning Bolt energy, result in an iconic t-shirt.
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Boardshorts
It is impossible to dissociate the pure and original surfing
from this Lightning Bolt boardshorts. In ’71 they were the only
garment for a surfer to get into the sea. And it was more than
enough. Nowadays our most iconic boardshorts are inspired by
those colors and cuts.

Made of SEAQUAL™ FIBER:
100% recycled polyester
(including Upcycled Marine
Plastic).
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Forever Tee
More than a brand, Lightning Bolt crossed borders and oceans. Recognized
by everyone, it reached universal proportions and became the representation
of an attitude and lifestyle with which everyone could relate or aspire to. The
Bolt was the spark to go further, the pure experience, the intensity of a true
connection with nature. It became a symbol of a mythical energy.
As well as this tee.
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Juice SS Tee

Juice without sugar. Unblended coffee. 99% cocoa
chocolate. Surf without a crowded sea. The best
experiences are the purest ones. This tee features a classic
Lightning Bolt print.
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Team Bolt Wings SS Pocket Tee
Once seen in Rory Russell’s road trip to Morocco, now one
of Lightning Bolt’s most iconic tees. Cotton graphic t-shirt
with back screen print and front print on pocket. Finished
with ribbed collar.
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Polo Shirts
Who doesn’t have a polo shirt? Since it has debuted in the
‘70s, these striped polo shirts have been reinterpreted on
Lightning Bolt collections, as essential items for any man’s
wardrobe.
If you are going to work or to have an informal dinner with
friends pick the Alaia or Stripe Polo Shirt and you are ready
to go.
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Shirts
Shirts with exotic prints and relaxed fittings are present in
Lightning Bolt collections since ever, as part of the iconic surf
lifestyle. This season, we highlight the Bay Shirt, an exoticinspired retro shirt, with a vintage and warm feeling. Made
of piqué, a breathable, durable and easily suitable fabric for
any occasion, the subtle loose fit shirt invites you to enjoy
a relaxed lifestyle. With a comfortable and soft touch, this
fabric ensures freedom of movement.
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Star Bolt Tee
This tee is all about showing your attitude and experiences!
This print comes from ’79, when Lightning Bolt presented a
new quiver of designer model surfboards.
The series was called “Star Bolt” - the state of the art in
handcrafted boards -, reflecting four individual concepts
created by Gerry Lopez and the Bolt team.
Make your own statement.
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A CALL TO
ACTION
SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION
Lightning Bolt is a universal symbol, representing the true spirit of surfing and inspiring
one of the most iconic lifestyles ever.
We feel harmony with the ocean and with nature; we feel humbled by its raw power;
we feel reverence for all wildlife and the world within it; we feel grateful. Nature is our
escape and our arrival.
Wilderness can bring us together, protect us against climate changes and help us live
longer and with better health. We need to collectively decide to live as being part of the
story and share more with each other and the natural world.
The woman collection follows the same concept of environment preservation. Colors
are bright and earth-toned, coming from natural things around us. Materials are light
and comfortable, such as cotton piqué.
Feel and live the authentic lifestyle!
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HAWAIIAN GOOD VIBES AND WISE
WORDS are still and even more
relevant today.
This is our way of living, our home, our family, our nature.
Our capsule of tees is a glimpse of why the Hawaiian
culture is so inspiring and is loved so much around the
world.
The Hawaiian life principles are our glossary to preserve
the people and the planet: ALOHA, OHANA, MOANA,
MAHALO, MALAMA.
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THE TEST
OF TIME
Time is defined as “the indefinite continued progress of existence and events in the
past, present, and future regarded as a whole”.
At Lightning Bolt, we like to enjoy the time. In whatever form it may take.
It was on a sunny and warm afternoon we took these pictures with Craig Hollingsworth,
Pat Rawson and Rory Russell.
A true proof that time is relative. And that Lightning Bolt lifestyle is timeless.

Lightning Bolt
Word Search

SHORTBOARD
BOARD SPORT
INFLUENTIAL
SURF
NATURE
ADRENALINE
FAMILY
MISCHIEF
GERRY LOPEZ
RORY RUSSELL
PIPELINE
REVOLUTION
RETRO
LIFESTYLE
GENERATIONS
BIG WAVE
HAWAIIAN
ALOHA
TRAVEL
ENERGY
SAND
CRAIG
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SURFBOARDS
Lightning Bolt is synonymous with surf, as one of the first successful surfing companies
founded by Gerry Lopez and Jack Shipley in Hawaii, in 1971.
Beautiful, finely crafted Hawaiian guns were at the foundation of Lightning Bolt, back in
a time when Hawaiian surfers were energized by the Shortboard Revolution.
From that moment, Lightning Bolt never stopped to search for the best shapes and
shapers. Only the best for the best surfers would be enough.
It was at this moment that surfers like Rory Russell and Mark Richards got known and
stated their individual surf style, becoming Lightning Bolt ambassadors and eventually
by shaping their own surfboards.
Nowadays, we – Lightning Bolt company - are proud to have gathered again amazing
people that share our values and philosophy. We keep strong bonds with our forefathers
and endorse our legendary riders and young soul adventurers. Indeed, we embrace all
the Bolt enthusiasts and friends.
Gerry Lopez, Rory Russell, Tom Parrish, Reno Abellira, Barry Kanaiaupuni, Craig
Hollingsworth, Paul Blacker, Pat Rawson, Duke Aipa, among others, are Official
Lightning Bolt Shapers, representing the quality and authenticity – by the historical
connection to the brand or by sharing the same values and lifestyle - that has been
always a requirement of the brand.
We are proud to have a rich and unique quiver, as well as skilled shapers on our side.

Lightning Bolt surfboards have a unique hologram number and
certificate of authenticity.
Keep it real.
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What
Lightning Bolt
board is best
for you?
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Does your daily routine
consist of multiple
activities a day (work,
sport, adventure, etc)?
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Does your daily routine
require a structured plan?

no

yes

yes

mountain run

Do you feel excited when
you watch something
extreme (skydiving,
cliff jumping, big wave
surfing...)?

Do you feel excited when
you complete tasks that
help you in day-to-day
relations?

no

yes

yes

night out

Would you rather get one
giant wave, the tallest
wave of your life, or the
longest wave of your life?

Would you rather spend
time working on style,
chasing the biggest wave,
or riding the longest
wave?

giant wave

no

no

longest wave

Would you say your
personality is rather
fearless or calm and
perfectionist?

fearless

calm

doer

highest

beach walk
Do you feel excited when
you have a night off to
watch tv, and relax, or
have a night out with
friends?
night in
Would you rather surf mellow
waves, that are calm and
easy or surf big waves that
get your heart pumping and
adrenaline running?

longest
adrenaline

mellow

Would you say you are a
person who values quantity
or quality, whether this
means waves or materialist
things?

Would you say you are a
person who is a doer or a
thinker?

doer

If you could choose one
routine every morning
would it be a long walk
on the beach or an early
morning mountain run?

thinker
quantity

quality

ENERGETIC

PERFECTIONIST

SENSITIVE

Gerry’s pipeliner is
best for giant waves
above 4-8 feet. A
great board for the
person who wants to
charge and chase that
energy rush. You are
ambitious, fearless,
and get pleasure
chasing the biggest
waves in the pack.

Reno Abellira Vintage
Tri Fin Fish, best for
the style master, the
one who is not focused
on the biggest wave,
but the waves with the
most turns. You are
original, concentrated
on perfecting your
technique, and
portraying the ultimate
“coolness”.

Red Retro Single Fin
Diamond Tail, best
for that long peeling
wave. With additional
floatation and a large
single fin to make an
easy ride and catch
waves. You are gentlehearted, and focused
on getting the best
wave. For you, it’s not
about quantity. It’s
about quality.
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INTERVIEW
WITH…
DUKE AIPA
When two powerful Hawaiian surfboard signatures
that are pivotal to surfing and have made
outstanding contributions to the rich history of
Hawaii’s ocean culture meet…
The unexpected happens.
Lightning Bolt and AIPA Surfboards’ collaboration
happens as a tribute to the life and work of our
founders. Which gains even more power when it
is both brand’s 50th anniversary.
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You’ve been named after your father’s mentor, the great
Duke Kahanamoku who is known as the grandfather
surfer and was a true ambassador of Aloha. Do you see
it as a life mission or is it sometimes a heavy burden to
carry?
Growing up, it was never easy to carry the name of the
great Duke Kahanamoku nor being my father’s son. At a
young age, I imposed a pretty massive amount of stress
on myself to maintain what or who I thought I needed to
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be in order to live up to my name.
After all, we are talking about 2 great Hawaiian men, larger
than life, that were crucial in not only Surfing, but in the
representation of what it meant to be Hawaiian.
It’s often said, that the older you get, the more different
you view circumstances. Today, I find it is an unparalleled
honor to embody and share Aloha in the same manner the
Duke and my father have in every board I make.
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You’ve been named after your father’s mentor, the great
Duke Kahanamoku who is known as the grandfather
surfer and was a true ambassador of Aloha. Do you see
it as a life mission or is it sometimes a heavy burden to
carry?
Growing up, it was never easy to carry the name of the
great Duke Kahanamoku nor being my father’s son. At a
young age, I imposed a pretty massive amount of stress
on myself to maintain what or who I thought I needed to
be in order to live up to my name.
After all, we are talking about 2 great Hawaiian men, larger
than life, that were crucial in not only Surfing, but in the
representation of what it meant to be Hawaiian.
It’s often said, that the older you get, the more different
you view circumstances. Today, I find it is an unparalleled
honor to embody and share Aloha in the same manner the
Duke and my father have in every board I make.
Also, the Aipa family has often been referred to as
«surfing royalty»… How do you feel about this?
The idea of surfing royalty is based on my father’s impact
on the sport... When I’m asked this question, I reflect
back and share the simplest of comparisons... My father,
although the greatest influencer in surfing history in his
time, was still just my father… He went to work, he came
home... To me, he was just dad.
Again, it’s about the vantage point... as a kid I grew up in
the middle of it all, surrounded by the greats and legends
of our sport and it was of no consequence, it didn’t
matter… LOL I mean it is kind of funny when I tell people
that Buttons was my babysitter...
Fast forward, as a teenager I kind of got it... still at that
age it was pretty ridiculous to hear, but in the same sense
somewhat of normal.
Now, I embrace it as a privilege and duty to be the best
reflection on my family name and heritage.
How did your father influence your vision of shaping
and surfing?
This might sound like a Yoda talking to Luke Skywalker
answer, but here we go... Surfing is what we knew growing
up. It was as much of our lives as going to sleep and
waking up. So, with surfing or shaping, the lessons from
our father were based in functional VISUALIZATION and
the observation of life... all around us... not just the waves
or the surfers, no, it was everything. From the birds flying
through sky to ice skaters gliding across the ice to boxers

in a boxing ring. There was no tunnel vision it was a
kaleidoscope of form and function.
What about this partnership with Lightning Bolt? What
does it mean to you to become a Lightning Bolt Official
Shaper?
Aipa and Lightning Bolt are two of the most iconic surf
legacy brands I can think of... Separately our brands have
done magnificent things, together it’s like combining two
superheroes together…
We have a super-massive opportunity to not only pay
homage to our individual legacies and surf history, but
create something so unique that the young upcoming
surfers can’t help but get stung by it.
The Bonus?... Even though, in my mind my father is the
greatest shaper ever... for me, to be recognized as a talent
good enough to be on the same team as guys like BK and
Lopez is a whole other level of badass!
Any Lightning Bolt surfer or shaper you look up to?
MR has to be my all-time favorite Bolt surfer... and
considering that some of MR’s shaping knowledge was
passed down to him from my father it only furthers the
connection between Aipa and Lightning Bolt. And, let’s not
forget the Mark Richards Star-Bolt which is what made
me think of Aipa Bolt!
More than a brand, the Lightning Bolt is the epitome of
a lifestyle. What does Lightning Bolt represent to you?
Same as AIPA. Lightning Bolt is timeless and rooted in rich
surf history. In that history, is the realness and purity of
the surf lifestyle.
Aipa Surfboards brand means innovator of the
swallowtail and sting surfboard. Is it experimentation a
big part of your shaping still?
Absolutely! Like you stated earlier, DNA... Though every
design is rooted in my father’s style design characteristics
and applying the principles of visualization of the surfers’
desires vs needs, to culminate in creation.
The flipside is just when you think you’ve innovated
something… you can almost guarantee it’s been done
LOL. The ‘70s were chock full of innovation… to the likes
we will never see again, but that doesn’t mean the creative
juice is drained. I think as shapers, as long as you keep you
mind open, listen to nature and appreciate the mistakes,
something unique will happen.
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What is the inspiration that keeps you going?
The thought that this legacy is just beginning... We’re in the
next chapter now... My father laid a massive foundation for
his sons to individually build on, that will be passed on
generation after generation.
How do you feel about surfing today?
Performance wise, I think surfing is primed for another
explosion, just like in the 70’s when performance surfing
was born and guys like Buttons and Bertlemann made
surfing radical.
Wave pools are going to develop a level of surfing that will
increase maneuvers to gymnastic levels of difficulty and
with the 2020 Olympics inclusion of surfing, a new breed
of competitive surfer will come forward.
That said, I think we have a responsibility as surf legacy
brands to make sure to keep the root and soul of the surf
lifestyle intact. What it means to be A SURFER.
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Is there any advice you’d give a young board designer
starting in shaping?
Learn the basics... but don’t be afraid of change and
progression. Embrace it… After all, change is what makes
us better.

A BIG NEW IS COMING… STAY TUNED.

As a shaper, you are impacting lives... Building a vehicle
that will connect a surfer to the oceanto create timeless
moments and an experience that emphasizes what it
means to be alive.
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SUSTAINABILITY
At Lightning Bolt we always aimed to
«Keep this land beautiful».
There has always been a pioneering
message on environmental protection.
This is why, for us, sustainability is
not just fashion. It is a lifestyle we
brought to fashion.

Made in Europe

Reuse, Reduce, Remake

The brand’s philosophy is grounded on cultural boldness,
keeping the land beautiful, and respecting natures path.
Lightning Bolt contributes to helping the environment
by producing garments in Europe and in the north of
Portugal.

Lightning Bolt has made an extensive effort to look deep
into the company’s sustainable history and presentday operations, to discover new ways we can be more
sustainable. While constructing many concepts, we found
one idea sitting right in front of us: reuse, reduce, remake.

Portugal is one of the leading apparel manufacturing
countries in the world: many resources that have been
used for decades and decades of valuable production.
Thus, Lightning Bolt can reduce the logistic operations
required to make garments in countries across the world.
As we always say, “the fewer steps you have between the
seed planted and the finished garment, the better.”

Reuse, reduce, remake is a technique for taking old fabric
scraps and remaking new items from these leftover
pieces.

Not only does producing in Europe reduce transport waste,
but it also lets us have more control over the production
settings.
The Lightning Bolt team can maintain full control over what
happens within the factory, never running into any issues
with poor working conditions or underpaid employees.
Our goal at Lightning Bolt is to provide a good connection
from production to consumer, creating satisfaction from
start to finish.

With this technique, we find new ways to reuse fabrics
that have sat in our warehouse for a few years and give
them a new life. This has reduced the idea of waste and
recreated a new element of “Remake”, giving garments a
new life and old garments a better purpose.
We have also cut the destruction of unsold goods and now
ensure that products can be repaired or recycled.
Our reuse, reduce, remake technique will be carried on
further into the brand and make a more significant impact
on our company as time goes on.
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“What we do today, we do for tomorrow.
There is no other way. We believe our efforts
will create a world that will sustain future
generations”
Sandra Gonçalves, CEO Lightning Bolt
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Organic
Cotton
Lightning Bolt works largely with organic cotton production.
Being a part of the European environmental standards, we
strive to keep the traditions of cotton development alive
and adapt to advanced techniques that can sustain the
future of cotton production and, of course, our environment.
Portugal is famous for its cotton production since long
ago. Since the beginning, the focus has remained covering
quality and tradition as we strive to develop new modern
techniques. As a group, we aim to a better environment
and work towards the future with the latest advanced
technology and teamwork.
By combining tradition, innovation, and science to benefit
the environment, we strived to give our company and
loved consumers something to feel good about.

Recycled
Polyester
By choosing recycled polyester made from certified
and traceable «upcycled marine plastic», we’re able to
deliver the same performance in fibers with a smaller
environmental footprint. This is important as one of our
major statements is “Destroy the waves, not the beaches”.

DOUBLE STRIKE HOODIE
39%RECYCLED PES 35%LYOCELL 26%ORGANIC COTTON
Our Double Strike hoodie is made of a recycled cottonblend fleece, and has undergone a special dye process
and wash treatment to give it an authentic appearance.
Slight variations of color make this garment unique. Above all,
it is a sustainable statement.
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MASKS
Certified
Biodegradable
Reusable Mask
The new normal. One of the most heard expressions since
the last year.
The COVID-19 pandemic forced us to adjust our habits.
Disposable individual protections have become a means
to ensure common safety and well-being. This means
that even more plastic dependencies have been created
and become widespread: especially those of single-use,
such as face masks. Consequently, billions of masks end
in the trash or, worse, in the sea.
To answer a current need, but also as a contribution to
the adoption of sustainable behaviors, Lightning Bolt
developed biodegradable reusable masks, manufactured
in Portugal in partnership with TMG Fabrics.
These certified masks are categorized as level 2, and are
made of breathable fabric. With two layers of tencel and
biodegradable properties, the inner layer is treated with
Aloe Vera for a pleasant feeling of freshness on the skin.
As comfort is one of our biggest concerns, all the masks
have a nose adjustment and ear elastics for greater
adaption to the face. The masks have a capacity of 50
wash cycles.
Finally, a gift bag made from fabric remnants was created
to store the mask.

Made of Lyocell: an eco-friendly cellulose fiber, that biodegrades
without producing harmful products to the land.
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WATER
BOTTLES
You can do your part and join the movement for a more
sustainable world! We want to help you forget about
disposable plastic bottles once and for all and encourage
everyone to reduce waste with our reusable water bottle
as well as the overall environmental footprint we all have
on the Planet.
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COLLABORATIONS
In the past years, Lightning Bolt has teamed
up with hype brands and kindred spirits to
create apparel capsule collections or limitededition surfboards.
With our collaborative partners we found
common ground and built a strong release
through meshing two separate markets
together. We are proud of the work developed
and the results achieved, which are part
of our philosophy of sharing and collective
construction.

LIGHTNING BOLT X COLETTE PARIS
To celebrate its 40th anniversary, Lightning Bolt has
partnered with Colette Paris to launch the Collector
Series, a limited edition set of surfboards designed and
shaped by five of the most unique, inspirational, and
legendary surfers of all-time. The boards were unveiled
and displayed at Colette, Paris June 3 through June 9,
highlighted by an in-store event.
Lightning Bolt and Colette developed a capsule collection
consisting of beach essentials - board shorts and tee and a custom Pipeliner surfboard.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X
LEGENDARY SHAPERS
Lightning Bolt invited five of the most unique, inspirational
and legendary Bolt shapers to shape a surfboard that
they personally find emblematic of the era. It took three
years and a lot of courtesies to have a Collector Series of
Pipeliners consisting of the most memorable Bolt boards
of all time. Now we will show these masterpieces to the
World. We thank Gerry Lopez, Barry Kanaiaupuni, Tom
Parrish, Rory Russell and Reno Abellira for this special
collaboration. We’re humbled and grateful.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X BEST MADE
Advancing the allegiance to quality and style on which
Shipley and Lopez staked their reputations, BEST MADE
and LIGHTNING BOLT have teamed up to offer an exclusive
«Famous Red» board short. Manufactured in the USA and
made of 100% cotton twill with triple stitched seams and
– above all – a fit that has been honed since the dawn of
American surfwear, the Famous Red board short is the
result of this collaboration.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X CITADIUM

LIGHTNING BOLT X TOM SACHS

Lightning Bolt partnered with Citadium on an exclusive
collection. The release embodied a tee and crewneck,
both pieces feeling very vintage americana with a cool
take on some of the most iconic Lightning Bolt retro
iconography. If you got your hands on one of the pieces
from this collection, lucky you.

Living art legend Tom Sachs and his team donned
Lightning Bolt shorts during a sandcastle building
competition, hosted by Creative Time and comprised
some of the art world’s biggest names, on New York’s
Rockaway Beach. The crew, who went avant-garde and
dug an enormous hole in place of building a sandcastle
(classic Tom Sachs move) customized their matching
black shorts to make Lightning Bolt their own.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X SURFERS
HEALING X BLOOMINGDALES

LIGHTNING BOLT
X FEELFLOWS

Surfers Healing has spent the last fifteen years taking
children with autism surfing. Their goal is to help foster
an understanding and acceptance of autism for both
families and the community.
Lightning Bolt and Bloomingdales joined efforts and
developed a limited-edition apparel collection and special
events that benefited the Surfers Healing Foundation.

Feelflows fell in love with Lightning Bolt printed designs
and shaped amazing surfboards, which are a perfect
choice for surfing or just to get as a collectable piece of
street art.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X TOM VEIGA
Lightning Bolt teamed up with the iconic Brazilian surf
artist Tom Veiga to create the SURF ESSENCE, a capsule
collection of tees and board shorts. In a somewhat
unexpected fusion of cultures, the south of Brazil meets
the Hawaiian Islands, and the result is a unique and
modern interpretation of surf on washed-out art prints
for a vintage contemporary twist. With his very personal
language and tropical style, Tom Veiga brings us surf art
prints where the brand logo, the sun and the waves are
infused by rich bright colors and movements.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X ANTHONY FAUCHEUX
Lightning Bolt has welcomed a French surf artist to design a special
collaborative capsule collection of off-white tees – ALOHA SPIRIT. Anthony
Faucheux, aka XLR8, is an illustrator and designer, based in the southwest
of France, whose distinctive style, fresh aesthetics, and imaginative skill
are internationally recognized. Anthony’s natural connection of surf and art
made it natural for him to capture the energy and vibe of surfing and the surf
community of the Lightning Bolt heritage brand. The result is a genuinely
unique soul artwork: stunning compositions of clean and fluid shapes with
linear contours taking precedence over smooth color combinations.
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LIGHTNING BOLT X UNIS
Eunice Lee, founder of contemporary menswear company,
UNIS New York, loves to carry brands with great style and
quality construction and Lightning Bolt brand follows
those same aesthetics and ethos. This collaboration of
tees and board shorts with UNIS was unveiled together
with a couple of Lightning Bolt impressive collective
surfboards at UNIS New York.
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AROUND
THE WORLD
In the last 15 years, the brand has been present in more
than 30 countries all over the world, mainly in Portugal,
France, Spain, Germany, United Kingdom, USA, Austria,
Holland, Italy and Brazil.
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Lightning Bolt has a unique presence and that is why we
care so much about our partners and distribution. Over
the years, amazing windows and corners were created
to show up our collections in premium and experienced
multi-label high-end and core retailers.

CITADIUM STORE – PARIS, FRANCE
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COLETTE STORE – PARIS, FRANCE

CLEDING RAAD STORE - GRONINGEN,
HOLLAND

WATERSHED STORE – NEWQUAY, UK

JINJI STORE - PARIS, FANCE

KYOTO STORE - COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
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SUN/SET/STAR STORE - GRAZ,
AUSTRIA

PINAR SHOP STORE - MADRID,
SPAIN
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FLOW STORE - FLORENCE, ITALY
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ROYAL CHEESE STORE - PARIS,
FRANCE

DREIST STORE - AACHEN, GERMANY
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BOLT
FAMILY

Maggie Civantos
Actress, @SP

Simon Beeck

Radio Entertainer, @GER

Martinho Silva
Actor, @PT

100% Bio

Movie, @FR

Eddie Vedder

Pearl Jam Band @USA

Jamie Oliver
Chef @UK

Natalia Resmini

Fashion Illustrator & Surfer @IT

Mikey Detemple

Film Director @USA

Paul Blacker
Shaper, @UK

Anthony Harouet
Surfer @Biarritz, FR

Tom Hardy

Actor & Producer ,@UK

Heidi Klum
Model, @GR

Andrew Wessen

GroupLove Rock Band @California, USA

Paco

DJ @SP

Sebastiano Concas

Longboarder @Sardinia, IT

Adam Sandler
Actor @USA
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SHORT
NEWS
BIG VS SMALL
Big vs Small is a modern fairy tale stretching from the
raging monstrous waves in southern Europe to the dark
stillness of an icy lake in Finland. Minna Dufton presents a
documentary about the struggle of the Portuguese Joana
Andrade against her most intimate fears, on the other
hand it contrasts her courage as she fearlessly faces the
enormous waves of Praia do Norte, in Nazaré.
Lightning Bolt sponsored Joana Andrade in this adventure.
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NEW WEBSITE
At the same time we’re celebrating our 50th anniversary, we’re launching a new website
more appealing, engaging, and responsive on mobile devices. Following technological
developments and digital trends, particularly in the “new” normality imposed by the
pandemic situation, Lightning Bolt’s website is now faster and more intuitive.
The accessibility, navigation, and content display were also reviewed.
The purchase and return processes were simplified, and new payment methods were
introduced: MB reference and MBway. Explore the new website. It was developed having in
mind the best shopping experiences for the best customers. Share your feedback with us!

WWW.LIGHTNINGBOLT-USA.COM
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LIGHTNING BOLT EUROPE
Rua Comendador Manuel Gonçalves, 25
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